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5 Lead users play a vital role in next generation product development, as they help design-
ers discover relevant product feature preferences months or even years before they are
desired by the general customer base. Existing design methodologies proposed to extract
lead user preferences are typically constrained by temporal, geographic, size, and heter-
ogeneity limitations. To mitigate these challenges, the authors of this work propose a set
of mathematical models that mine social media networks for lead users and the product
features that they express relating to specific products. The authors hypothesize that: (i)
lead users are discoverable from large scale social media networks and (ii) product fea-
ture preferences, mined from lead user social media data, represent product features that
do not currently exist in product offerings but will be desired in future product launches.
An automated approach to lead user product feature identification is proposed to identify
latent features (product features unknown to the public) from social media data. These
latent features then serve as the key to discovering innovative users from the ever
increasing pool of social media users. The authors collect 2.1� 109 social media mes-
sages in the United States during a period of 31 months (from March 2011 to September
2013) in order to determine whether lead user preferences are discoverable and relevant
to next generation cell phone designs. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4030049]

6 1 Introduction

7 In highly competitive market segments, companies must contin-
8 ually search for next generation product innovations in order to
9 avoid competing solely on price [1]. Multiple research studies

10 have demonstrated the importance of including customers in the
11 product innovation process [2–5]. Recently, an increasing number
12 of companies have altered their product innovation paradigms by
13 making customers the center of product development process,
14 rather than perceiving them simply as the end consumers [6].
15 More formally, the term lead user is defined by von Hippel as
16 customers who [7,8]

(1)17 face needs that will be general in a marketplace-but face
18 them months or years before the bulk of that marketplace
19 encounters them.

(2)20 are positioned to benefit significantly by obtaining a solu-
21 tion to those needs.

22 Consistent with the literature, we define a lead user in this work
23 as a consumer of a product that faces needs unknown to the pub-
24 lic. Research findings indicate that 10–40% of users have aug-
25 mented existing products to address latent needs unknown to
26 designers or existing customers [9]. Lead user needs are often
27 converted into potential product development ideas and subse-
28 quently incorporated into next generation products. For example,
29 3M assembled a team of lead users which included a veterinarian
30 surgeon, a makeup artist, doctors from developing countries, and
31 military medics [10]. The recruited lead users then brain-stormed
32 their ideas in a two-and-half day workshop. The successful imple-
33 mentation of 3M’s lead user initiative resulted in three product
34 lines (i.e., Economy, Skin Doctor, and Armor lines) that generated
35 eight times more profit than if they had employed traditional

36product development methods of customer needs extraction [11].
37However, a major drawback of such customer-driven paradigms is
38that only a fraction of customers have the potential to generate
39innovative ideas useful for next generation product design. This
40emphasizes the importance of accurately and efficiently selecting
41lead users from a large pool of potential customers.
42Given the abundance of large scale, publicly available data, an
43interesting research direction worthy of scientific pursuit is
44whether automated methods that discover lead users and their
45preferences are viable in the age of social media networks. Society
46generates more than 2.5 quintillion (1018) bytes of data each day
47[12]. A substantial amount of this data is generated through social
48media services such as Twitter, Facebook, and Google that pro-
49cess anywhere between 12 terabytes (1012) to 20 petabytes (1015)
50of data each day [13]. Social media allows its users to exchange
51information in a dynamic, seamless manner almost anywhere and
52anytime. Knowledge extracted from social media has proven valu-
53able in various applications. For example, real time analysis of
54Twitter data has been used to model earthquake warning detection
55systems [14], detect the spread of influenza-like-illness [15], pre-
56dict the financial market movement [16,17], and identify potential
57product features for development of next generation products
58[18].
59Despite the range of applications, design methodologies that
60leverage the power of social media data to mine information about
61products in the market are limited. Researchers in the design com-
62munity have studied the importance of integrating lead users into
63the product development processes by recruiting customers for
64lead user studies [19] or mining product discussion blogs/reviews
65[20,21]. However, compared to social media driven models,
66existing lead user techniques may suffer from the following
67limitations:

(1) 68Time and cost efficiencies: gathering and understanding
69customer needs in a timely and efficient manner have been
70shown to be the single most important area of information
71necessary for product design and development [22]. In the
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72 case of lead user needs identification, scouting and recruit-
73 ing lead users can take several months [10]. In addition,
74 lead user studies typically require participant compensa-
75 tion, hereby increasing costs and limiting the potential pool
76 of participants. However, information in social media net-
77 works is readily available both to individuals seeking to
78 post messages, and researchers seeking to acquire and store
79 relevant product-related messages [18].

(2)80 Homogeneity of lead user information: the reliance on the
81 physical presence of lead users during the lead user needs
82 identification process potentially limits the heterogeneity of
83 ideas. For example, design teams may have to travel and
84 directly interact with lead users in a given geographic loca-
85 tion, in order to acquire a heterogeneous perspective on
86 existing product challenges [10]. For digital data such as
87 web-blogs/product discussion forums, lead user preferences
88 may be present [20]. However, the lack of geospatial infor-
89 mation makes it difficult to verify the source and heteroge-
90 neity of the product-related information. Social media
91 networks, on the other hand, enable users to provide geo-
92 graphically stamped identification [23] that can then be uti-
93 lized by designers to discovery region-specific lead user
94 preferences.

95 Recent works by Tuarob and Tucker have demonstrated the
96 viability of using social media data to mine product features that
97 customer express positive/negative sentiment toward [18]. The
98 methodology presented in this work aims to discover product
99 features that are not yet mainstream by identifying lead user mes-
100 sages within large scale social media networks. For example, mes-
101 sages that convey product ideas such as “U know with all the
102 glass in the iPhone 4 they really should think about integrating a
103 solar panel to recharge the battery.” or “i wish i could use my
104 iPhone as a universal remote control.” are ubiquitous in social
105 media. Hence, the ability to identify such product feature informa-
106 tion from lead users in social media will help designers discovery
107 emerging product features from individuals that are ahead of the
108 technology market curve.
109 In this paper, the authors propose a data mining driven method-
110 ology that automatically identifies lead users of a particular
111 product/product domain from a pool of social media users. In par-
112 ticular, the authors develop a set of algorithms that first identify
113 latent features discussed in social media. The discovered latent
114 features are then used to identify potential product specific lead
115 users (lead users who have expertise in a particular product) and
116 global lead users (lead users who have critical, innovative ideas
117 that are applicable to all products within the product domain).
118 This paper has the following main contributions:

(1)119 The authors adopt text mining techniques to extract product
ground-truth features from product specification documents

120 and user-discussed features from social media data.
(2)121 The authors propose a mathematical model to identify the

122 latent features from the extracted ground-truth and user-
123 discussed features.

(3)124 A probability-based mathematical model is developed to
125 identify product specific and global lead users.

(4)126 The authors illustrate the efficacy of the proposed method-
127 ology using a case study of real world smart phone data and
128 Twitter data.

129 The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 dis-
130 cusses related literature. Section 3 discusses the proposed method-
131 ology used to address the challenges outlined above. Section 4
132 introduces the case study along with the experimental results and
133 discussion. Section 5 concludes the paper.

134 2 Related Works

135 Literature on automatic identification of relevant product fea-
136 tures is an emerging area of research, particularly due to advances

137in machine learning algorithms and computing infrastructure. The
138literature presented in this section includes research most closely
139related to the methodology presented in this paper.

1402.1 Discovering Lead Users for Product Develop-
141ment. Lead user research in product design and development has
142primarily focused on discovering customers that provide innova-
143tive ideas that are ahead of market trends and preferences. Hippel
144et al. explored how lead users can be systematically discovered,
145and how lead user perceptions and preferences can be
146incorporated into industrial and customer marketing research anal-
147yses of emerging needs for new products, processes, and services
148[7–9,24]. Pia and H€oltt€a-Otto’s research findings discovered that
149individuals with disabilities served as a valid source of lead users
150during the design of next generation cell phones [25]. Batallas
151et al. modeled and analyzed information flows within product de-
152velopment organizations [26]. The model leads to understanding
153and identifying information leaders in product development proc-
154esses. Schreier et al. studied lead user participants and found that
155leaders have stronger, more innovative domain-specific ideas,
156compared to ordinary users. Moreover, they perceive new technol-
157ogies as less complex and hence are in better positions to adopt
158them [27]. Vaughan et al. proposed a methodology to identify em-
159phatic lead users from nonuser product design engineers through
160the use of simulated lead user experiences in order to mitigate the
161problems caused by the heterogeneity of culture, geographical
162location, and language among participants especially in the devel-
163oping countries [28].
164These works illustrate the benefits of lead users in providing
165innovative ideas during next generation product development
166efforts. However, acquiring such lead users can be time-
167consuming and costly [10] and may not reach out to all the poten-
168tial lead users in the user space. The social media network model
169that is proposed in this work mitigates these challenges by ena-
170bling the automated discovery of lead users, in addition to the
171product features not yet realized by the existing customer pool.

1722.2 Automatic Identification of Leaders. Literature in Com-
173puter Science and Information Retrieval has proposed methods to
174automatically identify leaders from pools of users in online com-
175munities. Zhao et al. proposed a machine learning based method
176to identify leaders in online cancer communities [29]. Their
177method is only applicable to specific cancer domains, as the learn-
178ing process of the algorithm requires cancer specific domain
179knowledge. Song et al. proposed the InfluenceRank algorithm for
180identifying opinion leaders in Blogospheres [30]. Their algorithm
181utilizes networking connectivity among users which is not always
182available in some social media services. Tang et al. proposed the
183UserRank algorithm which combines link analysis and content
184analysis techniques to identify influential users in social network
185communities [31]. Multiple works have also been devoted to
186building automated systems to identify leaders or influential users
187in online communities such as in Refs. [32–34]. However, these
188existing techniques are not suitable for discovering lead user
189needs in large scale social networks due to: (1) most of the pro-
190posed algorithms in the literature require network structures
191among users which are not always available in social media serv-
192ices such as Twitter,1 blogs, and product reviews and (2) the defi-
193nition of leaders in most previous works pertains to how a user’s
194opinion propagates (or influences other users) throughout the net-
195work, while a lead user in the product development sense is a user
196who experiences unknown needs. The differences in the defini-
197tions of a leader make previous algorithms motivate the develop-
198ment of the algorithms proposed in this work.

1Though one could infer the relationship among Twitter users by constructing
communities based on the Reply-To connections, such connections are sparse and
spurious. These are not taken into account in most network-based leader
identification algorithms.
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199 2.3 Product Feature Extraction. A critical step in custom-
200 ers’ need acquisition is identifying product features relevant to
201 next generation design and development, particularly relating to
202 product feature mining in textual data.
203 Tucker and Kim proposed a machine learning based approach
204 for mining product feature trends in the market from the time se-
205 ries of user preferences [35]. Their proposed model predicts future
206 product trends and automatically classifies product features into
207 three categories: Obsolete, Nonstandard, and Standard features.
208 Other works by Tucker and Kim include mining publicly available
209 customer review data for product features [36] and identifying rel-
210 evant product features from a high dimensional feature set [37].
211 In extracting product features and opinions from textual data
212 such as social media messages and product reviews, Popescu et al.
213 proposed OPINE, an unsupervised system for extracting product
214 features from user reviews [38]. Rai proposed a methodology for
215 identifying key product attributes and their importance levels by
216 mining online customer reviews [39]. Textual data are converted
217 into a term document matrix and subsequently mined for product-
218 related features. Ren and Papalambros proposed a crowd implicit
219 feedback methodology for eliciting design preferences [40]. A
220 black-box optimization approach is introduced to retrieve and
221 update user preference models during the customer elicitation pro-
222 cess. Stone and Choi proposed extracting customer preference
223 from user-generated content based on machine learning classifica-
224 tion. A support vector machine algorithm is employed to mine
225 product attributes and their levels from online data [41]. Tuarob
226 and Tucker proposed a topic modeling based feature extraction
227 algorithm that takes a collection of social media messages related
228 to a particular product as an input and extracts strong, weak, and
229 controversial product features [18]. This approach works well
230 with social media data; however, it cannot extract opinions associ-
231 ated with each extracted feature and does not scale well due to
232 having to remodel topics every time new messages are added to
233 the social media collection (i.e., the algorithm is nonupdateable).
234 Huang et al. proposed a feature extraction algorithm as part the
235 REVMINER

2 project, which mines restaurant reviews from the web-
236 site3 and summarizes the reviews to facilitate restaurant sugges-
237 tion for travelers through a mobile app. The REVMINER feature
238 extraction algorithm has two advantages over Tuarob and Tuck-
239 er’s algorithm in that: (1) it can continue to extract features from
240 newly added data without having to run the whole process again
241 and (2) it can extract opinions associated with each feature.
242 Hence, the methodology in this work extends REVMINER’s feature
243 extraction algorithm to extract product features from noisy data
244 under social media settings.

245 3 Methodology

246 The methodology begins by partitioning customer needs into
247 known needs and unknown needs, along with whether those needs
248 are known or unknown in the market (Fig. 1). Lead users represent
249 quadrant two in Fig. 1, as their needs are known to them but
250 unknown to the market. In this work, the authors outline an algo-
251 rithm to extract lead user data from social media networks. In
252 addition, product specification data are collected and serves as
253 ground-truth validation of discovered lead user needs. The hy-
254 pothesis that lead users needs exist in social media networks and
255 are distinguishable from all other nonrelated product messages
256 will be tested through the steps outlined in the following sections
257 of the methodology.AQ2 Textual and temporal data, acquired from
258 large scale social media data, serve as the data source to extract
259 product-related features and mine for lead user needs.

260 3.1 Overview and Definitions. Figure 2 outlines the steps
261 involved in the methodology. In this work, a product feature is
262 defined as a noun phrase representing a property of a product. For

263example, features for smartphones include screen, app, camera,
264battery life, etc. Let S be the set of all products in a particular
265domain,4 F be the set of all features, G be the set of all product
266specification documents, M be the set of all social media mes-
267sages, and U be the set of all social media users. For a user u 2 U,
268Mu is the set of social media messages composed by u. For s 2 S,
269Gs and Ms represent the set of specification documents and social
270media messages corresponding to product s, respectively. Simi-
271larly, FðGsÞ and FðMsÞ are the sets of product features extracted
272from Gs andMs, respectively.
273The first step in Fig. 2 is to collect and preprocess the product
274specification documents (Gs) and social media messages (Ms) for
275a product s 2 S. Then, the feature extractor algorithm extracts fea-
276tures from both sets of documents and produces a set of ground-
277truth product features FðGsÞ and a set of user-discussed product
278features FðMsÞ. The ground-truth product features FðGsÞ represent
279product features existing in products on the market, clearly out-
280lined in manufacturer specifications. The user-discussed product
281features FðMsÞ, on the other hand, represent product features that
282are discussed by users in a social media network and may/may not
283exist in the current product offerings on the market. Therefore,

FðGsÞ and FðMsÞ are used to identify the set of product specific
284latent features F�ðsÞ and global latent feature F�ðSÞ. A latent fea-
285ture is a product feature that has not been discovered or imple-
286mented in the market space. That is, such a feature is hidden from
287the market space. In this work, a latent feature is defined to be a
288product feature that is discussed in social media but does not yet
289exist in the market space. The last step of the methodology is to
290identify the lead users of each product s, and the global lead users
291across all the products in S.
292The primary challenge and fundamental contribution of this
293work is the automated classification of which latent features are
294relevant to a particular product need. For example, a ground-truth
295product feature set FðGsÞ for a cell phone product could be {blue-
296tooth, NFC, Lithium Ion Battery}, while the user-discussed prod-
297uct feature FðMsÞ could be {bluetooth, pillow, solar charging}. AQ3
298For the product feature bluetooth, it exists in both the ground-
299truth product feature set FðGsÞ and user-discussed product feature

FðMsÞ and would therefore be considered a standard feature
300already existing in the market. However, the product features
301pillow, solar charging expressed by users, are not part of the exist-
302ing ground-truth product feature set FðGsÞ. The fundamental chal-
303lenge therefore becomes to develop an algorithm that
304automatically determines which product features represent latent
305product features relevant to the next generation phone product
306design and which product features are simply noise? The three
307main components (as shown in bold-gray objective boxes in Fig.
3082) are presented to address this research objective.

Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed methodology

2http://revminer.com/
3http://www.yelp.com/c/seattle/restaurants

4A product domain is a set of products that belong to the same category, e.g.,
smartphone, automobile, laptop, etc.
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309 3.2 Data Collection and Preprocessing

310 3.2.1 Collecting Product Specification Documents. A product
311 specification document provides the actual nonbiased features of
312 the product. These documents will be used to construct the
313 ground-truth features for each chosen product and are primarily
314 acquired from product technical specification manuals from the
315 manufacturers.

316 3.2.2 Social Media Data Collection. Social media provides a
317 means for people to interact, share, and exchange information and
318 opinions in virtual communities and networks [42]. For general-
319 ization, the proposed methodology minimizes the assumption
320 about functionalities of social media data, and only assumes that a
321 unit of social media is a tuple of unstructured textual content, a
322 user ID, and a timestamp. Such a unit is referred to as a message
323 throughout the paper. This minimal assumption would allow the
324 proposed methodology to generalize across multiple heterogene-
325 ous pools of social media such as Twitter, Facebook, and
326 Googleþ, as each of these social media platforms has this data
327 structure.

328 3.3 Data Selection and Preprocessing. Social media mes-
329 sages, corresponding to each product domain, are retrieved by a
330 query of the product’s name (and variants) within the large stream
331 of social media data. The technique developed by Thelwall et al.
332 is employed to quantify the emotion in a message. The algorithm

333takes a short text as an input, and outputs two values, each of
334which ranges from 1 to 5 [43]. The first value represents the posi-
335tive sentiment level, and the other represents the negative senti-
336ment level. The reason for having the two sentiment scores
337instead of just one (with �/þ sign representing negative/positive
338sentiment) is because research findings have determined that posi-
339tive and negative sentiment can coexist [44]. The positive and
340negative scores are then combined to produce an emotion strength
341score using the following equation:

Emotion Strength ðESÞ ¼ Positive Score� Negative Score (1)

342Another reason for combining Negative and Positive scores is
343that messages with implicit sentiment (i.e., sarcasm) would be
344neutralized since such messages tend to have equally high vol-
345umes of both Positive and Negative scores, causing the Emotion
346Strength score to converge to 0 [45]. A message is then classified
347into one of the three categories based on the sign of the Emotion
348Strength score (i.e., positive (þve), neutral (0ve), and negative
349(�ve)). The Emotion Strength scores will later be used to identify
350whether a particular message conveys a positive or negative atti-
351tude toward a particular product or product feature. The positive
352sentiment messages will then be used to approximate the demand
353of a particular product, as proposed in Ref. [18]. The approxi-
354mated demand will be used in the computation of the ranking
355scores in order to find the global product lead users.

Fig. 2 Overview of the proposed methodology
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356 3.4 Objective 1: Product Feature Extraction From Textual
357 Data. For each product s 2 S, the methodology extracts the
358 ground-truth product features (FðGsÞ) from the set of
359 manufacturer-provided product specification documents (GsÞ) that
360 describe its actual features. Also extracted are the user-discussed
361 features (FðMsÞ) from the set of social media messages related to
362 the product s (Ms). Since both Gs and Ms are collections of plain
363 text documents, the same feature extraction algorithm is employed
364 to mine product-related features.
365 Extracting product features from textual data proves to be one
366 of the challenging extraction problems in the information retrieval
367 (IR) literature. In this paper, a number of feature extraction algo-
368 rithms proposed in Refs. [18,38,46–48] are considered. Out of
369 these algorithms, the authors only have access to the core imple-
370 mentations of Refs. [18,47] and choose to extend the algorithm
371 proposed by Huang et al. [47]. Though both feature extraction
372 algorithms do not require domain knowledge about the products
373 and are suitable for the focused task in this research, Huang
374 et al.’s algorithm is extended due to its capability to process large,
375 dynamic datasets with less computational time. The algorithm is
376 also able to extract customers’ opinions associated with each
377 extracted feature.

378 Algorithm 1: The feature extraction algorithm from a collection
379 of documents

381 Input: D: Set of free-text documents to extract product features.
382 Output: E: Set of extractions. Each e 2 E is a tuple of
383 hfeature; opinion; frequencyi, for example
384 e ¼ h‘onscreen keyboard0; ‘fantastic0; 5i
385 1 preprocessing;
386 2387 for d � D do
388 3 Clean d;
389 4 POS tag d;
390 5 Extract multi-word features;
391 6392 end
393 7 initialization;
394 8 E¼�;
395 9 T¼�;
396 10 F¼Seed Features;
397 11398 while E can still grow do
399 12 Learn templates from seed features;
400 13 Add new template to T;
401 14 foreach d� D do
402 15 foreach Sentence s 2 d do
403 16 e Extract potential feature-opinion pair using T;
404 17 Add e to E;
405 18 end
406 19407 end
408 20 Update F;
409 21410 end
411 22 E Clustering and normalizing features;
412 23413 return E;

414

415 The original feature extraction algorithm proposed by Huang
416 et al. was used to extract features of restaurants in the Seattle area
417 from Yelp reviews [47]. The algorithm is enhanced in this work in
418 order to handle noisy data more efficiently, such as that existing in
419 social media. In particular, a data preprocessing step is added to
420 clean residuals such as symbols, hyperlinks, usernames, and tags,
421 and correct misspelled words. Such noise is ubiquitous in social
422 media and could cause erroneous results [49]. This data cleaning
423 process has shown to improve the performance of social media
424 message classification by 6.3% on average [50]. The feature
425 extraction algorithm used in this paper is outlined in Algorithm 1.
426 The input is a collection of documents D that are textual in nature.
427 Note that this can either be a collection of product specification
428 documents (i.e., Gs) or a set of social media messages (i.e., Ms).
429 The Stanford Part of Speech (POS) Tagger5 is used to tag each
430 word with an appropriate POS. This preprocessing step is required

431because a product feature is defined to be a noun phrase. The final
432step of the preprocessing phase extracts potential multiword fea-
433tures and stores them in a repository for subsequent mining. A
434multiword feature is a feature composed by two or more words
435such as on-screen keyboard and Facebook notification.
436The core of the algorithm iteratively learns to identify features
437and generates a set of extractions (E) from the input collection of
438documents. Each extraction e 2 E is a tuple of hfeature;

opinion; frequencyi such as h‘onscreen keyboard0; ‘fantastic0; 5i,
439which infers that the on-screen keyboard feature of this specific
440product was mentioned as fantastic 5 times within the product
441document corpus. The algorithm employs a bootstrapping method
442which is initialized with a small set of ground-truth features. The
443algorithm then repeatedly learns phrase templates surrounding the
444seed features and uses the templates to extract more features. As a
445simplified example to illustrate such a process, let keyboard be a
446ground-truth feature. When the algorithm comes across a textual
447message “... because of the new keyboard in iOS 7 ...,” it memo-
448rizes the word pattern surrounding the word keyboard. If the
449algorithm ever comes across a similar sentence pattern again, e.g.,
450“... because of the smart text prediction in iOS 8 ...,” it would
451know that text prediction would also be a product feature. This
452process continues until the extraction set is no longer populated
453by new features. Additional details about the mechanics of the
454feature extraction algorithm can be found in Ref. [47].
455Finally, the algorithm postprocesses the extractions by disam-
456biguating and normalizing the features. The disambiguation pro-
457cess involves stemming the features using the Porter’s stemming
458algorithm6 and clustering them using the WordNet7 SynSet. This
459postprocessing step groups the same features that may be written
460differently (e.g., Screen, Monitor, Screens, and Monitors
461would be grouped together).
462Once the set of extractions E is generated, the Feature(E) and
463Opinion(E) are defined to be the sets of distinct features and dis-
464tinct opinions, respectively. Hence given a collection of docu-
465ments associated to a product s (either Gs or Ms), the feature
466extraction algorithm is able to extract a set of features related to
467the product (which is referred to as FðGsÞ or FðMsÞ, respectively).

4683.5 Objective 2: Identifying Latent Features. The proposed
469methodology defines a latent feature of a product domain as a fea-
470ture that does not exist in any existing product within the domain.
471In other words, a latent feature is a feature that has not yet been
472implemented in any products in the market space. With such an
473assumption, one could automatically identify the set of latent fea-
474tures by subtracting the set of user-discussed features with the set
475of ground-truth features of all products. The authors define two
476types of latent features associated with lead users:
477Product specific latent features (F�ðsÞ) are product features
478mined from lead users who may have innovative ideas pertaining
479to a specific product.
480Global latent features (F�ðSÞ) are product features mined from
481lead users who have innovative product ideas that may be applica-
482ble across an entire product domain.
483Product specific and global latent features will later be used to
484identify product specific and global lead users, respectively.
485Mathematically, given a product domain S, the set of product
486specific latent features of the product s, F�ðsÞ, and the set of global
487latent features F�ðSÞ are defined as

F�ðSÞ ¼
[
s2S

FðMsÞ �
[
s2S

FðGsÞ (2)

F�ðsÞ ¼ FðMsÞ \ F�ðSÞ (3)

488In order to quantify the meaningfulness of each extracted latent
489feature (since some features could be just noise or remnants

5http://nlp.stanford.edu/downloads/tagger.shtml

6http://tartarus.org/martin/PorterStemmer/
7http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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490 caused by algorithmic flaws, such as “http://,” “i mean I,”
491 etc.), the metric feature frequency-inverse product frequency (FF-
492 IPF) is proposed, which is intuitively similar to the term
493 frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) employed in the
494 IR field [51]. In the IR field, TF-IDF is widely used for ranking
495 words by their importance with respect to the documents in which
496 it appears and the whole collection of documents. Another reason
497 for transforming this problem into a traditional IR problem is that
498 standard IR evaluation techniques and metrics could be applied
499 [51–53]. TF-IDF has two components: the term frequency (TF)
500 and the inverse document frequency (IDF). The TF is the fre-
501 quency of a term appearing in a document. The IDF of a term
502 measures how important the term is to the corpus and is computed
503 based on the document frequency and the number of documents in
504 which the term appears.
505 Similarly, a product can be textually described by a document
506 (either technical manuals from manufacturers or social media
507 messages). Based on this concept, a product is composed of a set
508 of features, mined from Eqs. (2) and (3). A feature mining algo-
509 rithm based on the TF-IDF metric would therefore quantify the
510 importance of each feature of a product, relative to all features
511 mined. If multiple products lack a certain feature that would sat-
512 isfy a majority of lead users, then a high volume of discussion
513 regarding the needs of such a feature would be expected. Feature
514 Frequency quantifies this. On the other hand, if a latent feature is
515 discussed sparsely amongst lead users, it is assumed that such a
516 feature is rare, which can be quantified by the Inverse Product
517 Frequency. Therefore, a meaningful latent feature (i.e., a latent
518 feature that is simply not noise from the large scale social media
519 data) is that which has a high frequency of being mentioned by a
520 lead user and a low feature frequency across a wide range of prod-
521 ucts. Hence, a combined FF-IPF metric is used to quantify the
522 meaningfulness of each latent feature. Mathematically, given a
523 product collection S and a set of latent features F�ðSÞ, the FF,
524 IPF, and FF-IPF of a latent feature f 2 F�ðSÞ are defined as

FFðf ;F�Þ ¼ 05þ 0:5� jFrequencyðf ÞjX
f 02F�
jFrequencyðf 0Þj (4)

IPFðf ;SÞ ¼ log
jSj

j s 2 S : f 2 sf gj (5)

FF� IPFðf ;F�;SÞ ¼ FFðf ;F�Þ � IPFðf ;SÞ (6)

525 Note that the feature frequency score in Eq. (4) is constrained
526 to the [0.5, 1] range to boost the score for features that occur less
527 frequently, relative to features that are mentioned more fre-
528 quently. This augment would consequently prevent the FF� IPF
529 score to converge to zero (hence becoming nondiscriminative) for
530 features that are less common [54]. The set of extracted latent fea-
531 tures will be used to identify customers who possess and express
532 innovative ideas, whom are referred to as lead users.

533 3.6 Objective 3: Identifying and Ranking Lead Users.
534 Berthon defines lead users as those who experience needs still
535 unknown to the public and who also benefit greatly if they obtain
536 a solution to these needs [55]. This section discusses how product
537 specific and global lead users are identified and ranked from the
538 heterogeneous pool of social media users. Recall that a product
539 specific lead user is a customer who has expertise and is knowl-
540 edgeable about a particular product; while a global lead user has
541 critical and innovative ideas about all the products in a particular
542 domain. For example, an iPhone-specific lead user who is familiar
543 with multiple iPhone products may have a better sense of what
544 innovative features could be incorporated into the next generation
545 iPhone to specifically extend its capability to satisfy his/her needs
546 (e.g., the lightning cable could be magnetized so it can snap into
547 the charging port without much effort). On the other hand, a
548 smartphone-global lead user may have tried or reviewed multiple

549smartphone products and is familiar with the boundaries of current
550smartphone inventions and is able to identify innovative features
551for the smartphone market in general (e.g., a smartphone could be
552used to replace credit cards when purchasing items). However,
553some of the innovative features that global lead users generate
554may not be compatible with particular smartphone products. A
555company would want product specific lead users’ opinions to syn-
556thesize innovative features into their existing product lines, while
557global lead users’ suggestions could give birth to a new ground-
558breaking product family that draws attention from customers
559whose needs are not met by current products in the market space.

5603.6.1 Identifying Lead Users for a Particular Product. The
561proposed methodology automatically identifies lead users in a
562pool of social media users by detecting users who express innova-
563tive ideas about the products that they use or are familiar with.
564Specifically, given a user u 2 U and a product s 2 S, the method-
565ology computes PðujsÞ, the probability that the user u is a lead
566user of the product s. The probability is referred to as the product
567specific iScore (or the innovative score), which is a real number
568from [0,1] range and will be used later for ranking users. Top
569users with highest product specific iScores are regarded as the
570product specific lead users.
571

572Algorithm 2: Algorithm for identifying and ranking product
573specific lead users of a particular product s

575Input: s 2 S: The product. U: The set of all users. FðGsÞ:Ground-truth
576features. FðMsÞ:User discussed features. F�ðsÞ: Latent features.
577Output: Ranked list of users with respect to PðujsÞ
5781 initialization;
5792 I¼�;
5803 581foreach user u� U do
5824 Mu The messages posted by u;
5835 Compute FðMuÞ using Algorithm 1;
5846 iScore Compute P(u, s);
5857 Add hu; iScorei to I;
5868 587end
5889 I Rank users in I by iScores;
58910 590return I

591

592

593Algorithm 2 outlines the procedure of assigning a product spe-
594cific iScore to a user, given a particular product s. PðujsÞ can be
595thought as the likelihood that the user u is a lead user for the prod-
596uct s and is defined as

PðujsÞ ¼
X

f2FðMuÞ
Pðujf ; sÞðf jsÞ (7)

597where

Pðujf ; sÞ ¼ 1; f 2 F�ðSÞ
0; Otherwise

�
; Pðf jsÞ ¼ 1

jFðGsÞ [ FðMsÞj (8)

598Equation (7) is directly expanded using the law of total proba-
599bility, which sums over all the features expressed by the user u
600related to the product s, i.e., FðMuÞ. Pðujf ; sÞ is the probability of
601the user u being the lead user, given a feature f, and is defined to
602be 1 if f is a latent feature, and 0 otherwise. Finally, Pðf jsÞ is the
603probability of a user expressing the feature f and can be computed
604directly from the pool of all features related to the product s. The
605current model assumes uniform distribution on the weights of the
606product features. That is, each product feature of the same product
607carries the same weight. Future work will explore possible
608weighting schemes for product features, so that users who mention
609critical features would be given higher probability PðujsÞ than
610those who mention only common features. Note that the value of

PðujsÞ from Eq. (7) ranges between [0, 1].

6113.6.2 Identifying Global Lead Users Within the Product
612Domain. In order to identify the global lead users across all the
613products in the product space S, the global iScore (or P(u)) is
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614 computed for each user. Top users with highest global iScores are
615 regarded as the global lead users of the product domain S

PðuÞ ¼
X
s2S

PðujsÞðsÞ (9)

616 Based on the law of total probability, P(u) can be computed as the
617 sum of proportional PðujsÞ across each product s 2 S. P(s) is
618 the probability of the product s being known and demanded by the
619 market. Tuarob and Tucker found that the volume of the positive
620 sentiment in social media corresponding to a particular product
621 can be used to quantify the product demand which they found to
622 directly correlate with the actual product sales [18]. In this work,
623 the proposed methodology instantiates such findings and proposes
624 to approximate P(s) with the proportion of positive sentiment over
625 all the products in the same domain, i.e.,

PðsÞ ¼ jPositiveðsÞjX
s02S
jPositiveðs0Þj (10)

626 Positive(s) is the set of positive messages associated with the
627 product s. Note that the value of P(s) from Eq. (9) ranges between
628 [0, 1].

629 4 Case Study, Results, and Discussion

630 This section introduces a case study used to verify the proposed
631 methodology and discusses the results.

632 4.1 Case Study. A case study of 27 smartphone products is
633 presented that uses social media data (Twitter data) to mine rele-
634 vant product design information. Data pertaining to product speci-
635 fications from the smartphone domain are then used to validate
636 the proposed methodology. The selected smartphone models
637 include BlackBerry Bold 9900, Dell Venue Pro, HP Veer, HTC
638 ThunderBolt, iPhone 3G, iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4, iPhone 4S,
639 iPhone 5, iPhone 5C, iPhone 5S, Kyocera Echo, LG Cosmos
640 Touch, LG Enlighten, Motorola Droid RAZR, Motorola DROID
641 X2, Nokia E7, Nokia N9, Samsung Dart, Samsung Exhibit 4G,
642 Samsung Galaxy Nexus, Samsung Galaxy S 4G, Samsung Galaxy
643 S II, Samsung Galaxy Tab, Samsung Infuse 4G, Sony Ericsson
644 Xperia Play, and T-Mobile G2x.
645 Smartphones are used as a case study in this paper because of
646 the large volume of discussion about this product domain in social
647 media. Previous work also illustrated that social media data (i.e.,
648 Twitter) contain crucial information about product features of
649 other more mundane products such as automobiles [56]. The pro-
650 posed algorithms may not work well for products which are not
651 prevalent in social media as the corresponding sets of social media
652 messages may be too small to extract useful knowledge from.

653 4.1.1 Smartphone Specification Data. The ground-truth speci-
654 fications of each smartphone model are collected from product spec-
655 ification manual provided by the manufacturer (as a PDF document)
656 or publicly available online. These documents are downloaded by
657 the authors. Only textual information is extracted from each product
658 specification document since the feature extraction algorithm
659 employed in this research works primarily with textual data.

660 4.1.2 Product-Related Twitter Data. Twitter8 is a microblog
661 service that allows its users to send and read text messages of up
662 to 140 characters, known as tweets. The Twitter dataset used in
663 this research was collected randomly using the provided Twitter
664 API and comprises 2,117,415,962 (2.1� 109) tweets in the United
665 States during the period of 31 months, from March 2011 to
666 September 2013.
667 Tweets related to a product are collected by detecting the pres-
668 ence of the product name (and variants) and preprocessed by

669cleaning and mapping sentiment level as discussed in Sec. 3.3.
670Table 1 lists the number of tweets, percentage positive sentiment,
671and number of unique Twitter users of each chosen smartphone
672model. The percentage positive sentiment of a product s is calcu-
673lated by PositiveðsÞj j= AllTweetsðsÞj jð Þ � 100%, where Positive(s)
674is the number of positive tweets related to the product s.
675Figure 3 displays the monthly Twitter discussion share of each
676chosen smartphone model throughout the 31 month period of data
677collection. Note that, since some smartphone models (i.e., the
678iPhones) have enormous discussion shares compared to other cell
679phone products, the methodology normalizes the social media
680messages accordingly.

6814.2 Objective 1: Product Feature Extraction From Textual
682Data. Given a product s 2 S, the feature extraction algorithm (see
683Algorithm 1) is applied to the product specification documents
684(Gs) in order to obtain the ground-truth features (FðGsÞ) and to the
685tweets related to the product (Ms) in order to extract features dis-
686cussed by the Twitter users (FðMs)). Table 2 enumerates the num-
687ber of extracted ground-truth features, number of user-discussed
688features, and number of product specific latent features. Recall
689that a product specific latent feature of a product s is a feature
690mentioned in the set of social media messages related to s and
691does not appear in ground-truth features of any products in the
692product space S.

6934.3 Objective 2: Identifying Latent Features. A set of
69425,816 global latent features (F�ðSÞ) are extracted from the smart-
695phone related social media data. A FF-IPF score is calculated for
696each latent feature. Figure 4 plots the distribution of the FF-IPF
697scores using a histogram, with an average-moving trend line. The
698distribution is heavily skewed to the right, suggesting an exponen-
699tial growth. This would mean that a majority of the extracted
700latent features are meaningful (i.e., not noisy and erroneous fea-
701tures). Latent features with FF-IPF scores lower than 1.1 are
702treated as noise and eliminated, leaving with a set of 22,285 global
703latent feature for further processing.

Table 1 Selected smartphone models, their associated num-
ber of tweets, proportion of positive sentiment tweets (in %),
and number of unique users who posted these tweets

Model NumTweets % Positive NumUsers

BlackBerry Bold 9900 308 36.04 252
Dell Venue Pro 96 46.88 64
HP Veer 143 31.47 110
HTC ThunderBolt 1157 30.68 851
iPhone 3G 2154 25.63 1874
iPhone 3GS 3803 28.06 3119
iPhone 4 68860 28.92 43957
iPhone 4S 63500 29.53 39145
iPhone 5 211311 28.66 124461
iPhone 5C 5533 24.62 4475
iPhone 5S 15808 26.45 12417
Kyocera Echo 52 26.92 42
LG Cosmos Touch 23 39.13 20
LG Enlighten 18 16.67 17
Motorola Droid RAZR 2535 32.54 1981
Motorola DROID X2 471 26.75 378
Nokia E7 26 30.77 18
Nokia N9 208 34.13 153
Samsung Dart 29 20.69 28
Samsung Exhibit 4G 23 39.13 22
Samsung Galaxy Nexus 5218 31.07 2988
Samsung Galaxy S 4G 188 31.91 152
Samsung Galaxy S II 4599 31.12 3517
Samsung Galaxy Tab 3989 30.96 2578
Samsung Infuse 4G 284 34.15 215
Sony Ericsson Xperia Play 481 26.20 325
T-Mobile G2x 83 32.53 69

8https://twitter.com/
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704 Table 3 lists the top five extracted global latent features with
705 highest FF-IPF scores, along with the tweets that provide contex-
706 tual information about such latent features. These top five latent
707 features reflect the actual customers’ needs that have not been sat-
708 isfied. These innovative opinions (as interpreted from the sample
709 tweet associated with each latent feature) could be critical when
710 designing next generation products. For example, customers

711express needs for the waterproof feature for their iPhones; some
712users believe that a solar panel could be embedded underneath the
713iPhone screen so that the phone could charge itself when exposed to
714sunlight; etc. Note that the latent feature hybrid in the given exam-
715ple could be interpreted as either energy-source related or physical-
716feature related. This problem arises when a feature term is used to
717refer to more than one distinct features and paves the path to future
718works on semantic disambiguation of feature representation.
719Figure 5 illustrates the proportion of tweets that mention the
720waterproof feature. From the plot, since the Twitter data were col-
721lected after March 2011, it is possible that the waterproof feature
722could have first been mentioned earlier than March 2011. How-
723ever, the first model of dedicated waterproof smartphones
724(i.e., Sony Xperia Z) was not launched until early 2013.9 Hence,
725the ability to identify critical latent features that would become
726manufacturable in the future could give designers advantages
727against the competitors in the market.

Fig. 3 Monthly distribution of Twitter discussion of each smartphone model across the 31 month period of data
collection

Table 2 Numbers of extracted ground-truth (base) features,
user-discussed (user) features, and product specific latent fea-
tures of each smartphone model

Model
# Base
features

# User
features

# Latent
features

BlackBerry Bold 9900 1126 126 101
Dell Venue Pro 497 50 36
HP Veer 1206 76 56
HTC ThunderBolt 627 335 281
iPhone 3G 1330 532 420
iPhone 3GS 891 775 652
iPhone 4 995 6057 5720
iPhone 4S 963 5922 5582
iPhone 5 1020 13,493 13,050
iPhone 5C 895 833 717
iPhone 5S 973 1962 1740
Kyocera Echo 895 22 16
LG Cosmos Touch 769 11 6
LG Enlighten 1084 5 1
Motorola Droid RAZR 582 593 496
Motorola DROID X2 504 162 138
Nokia E7 749 14 10
Nokia N9 745 83 62
Samsung Dart 1178 10 6
Samsung Exhibit 4G 1331 10 7
Samsung Galaxy Nexus 456 1147 1017
Samsung Galaxy S 4G 1322 62 37
Samsung Galaxy S II 1319 801 662
Samsung Galaxy Tab 771 884 762
Samsung Infuse 4G 1121 85 60
Sony Ericsson Xperia Play 726 132 102
T-Mobile G2x 945 39 23

Fig. 4 Histogram showing the distribution of the FF-IPF scores
of 25,816 total extracted global latent features

9http://www.tntmagazine.com/news/world/sony-announce-the-worlds-first-water
proof-phone-the-xperia-z
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728 4.4 Objective 3: Identifying and Ranking Lead Users.
729 Once a set of latent features (F�ðSÞ) is identified, the product spe-
730 cific and global iScores can be computed for each user in order to
731 identify both product specific and global lead users.
732 For each product s, PðujsÞ is computed for each of the users in
733 the pool of 198,974 Twitter users who tweet about their smart-
734 phone products according to Eq. (7). Then, P(u) is computed

735according to Eq. (9). Table 4 lists some Twitter comments of the
736top lead user of each sample five smartphone models (i.e., Sam-
737sung Galaxy Nexus, HTC ThunderBolt, iPhone 5, Sony Ericsson
738Xperia Play, and Kyocera Echo). These tweets contain innovative
739ideas for improving these products. For example, a lead user sug-
740gests that the Siri functionality in the iPhone 5 should be able to
741do more than just talk (he might be suggesting that the iPhone 5
742could connect to external hardware to enable Siri to perform phys-
743ical interactions). Furthermore, one lead user of the Sony Ericsson
744Xperia Play, a smartphone that emphasizes on the gaming func-
745tionality, suggests to incorporate the ability to use the Playstation
7463 controllers with the phone.
747These product specific lead users experience needs to improve
748the products during product usage. Identifying such product spe-
749cific lead users would enable designers to seek solutions and inno-
750vative ideas for their next generation products across a wide range
751of users in a timely and efficient manner.
752Oftentimes a lead user can be critical about product features
753across multiple products (not just his/her own products). Identify-
754ing these global lead users could bring out experts that could give
755better critical product development ideas. For this, all the users
756are ranked based on the P(u) scores. Table 5 lists Twitter mes-
757sages posted by the top global lead user with highest global
758iScores that infer innovative ideas about smartphone features.

Table 3 Top five latent features across the chosen smartphone models, FF-IPF scores, and example tweets that related to the
latent features

Latent feature FF-IPF Example

Waterproof 1.3087 I hope Apple incorporates some of that new waterproof technology in the iPhone 5
iPhone 5 better be waterproof, shockproof, scratchproof, thisproof, thatproof, and all the rest of the proofs for $800

Solar panel 1.3061 ... and what else would make the iPhone 5 even better, built in solar power charging!
U know with all the glass in the iPhone 4 they really should think about integrating a solar panel to recharge the battery.

Hybrid 1.3027 I wish there was an #android phone out there that was a hybrid of the best features on the droid razr maxx and
the galaxy nexus.
I need a hybrid-iPhone4s so the battery can hold on all day when I’m at #vmworld. Steve, are you listening?:).

Tooth pick 1.3023 I hope iPhone 5 borrows from Swiss Army and finally adds a removable tooth pick.

iHome 1.3021 My life would be 827492916 times better if my iHome took my iPhone 5
First world problem: mad because my iPhone 5 is not compatible with this iHome dock in the hotel room.

Table 5 Sample tweets from the top five global lead users of the smartphone domain. These tweets suggest product innovation.

Global iScore Sample Twitter message

0.0127 I wish there were a tweak for the iPhone 4S that would indicate “4G” instead of just 3G when I’m connected with a
HSDPAþ connection.

0.0126 If you trust my instinct, the iPhone 5S will come in multiple colors and two display sizes

0.0113 Very exciting Siri on the iPhone 4S activates when you “raise it to your ear” that’d b awesome.

0.0107 I wish i could use my iPhone as a universal remote control.

0.0105 Since iPhone already does fingerprint, Sumsung should scan eyes.

Fig. 5 Proportion of smartphone tweets which discuss the
waterproof feature

Table 4 Sample tweets from the top lead user of each sample five smartphone models. These tweets suggest product innovative
improvement for each corresponding product.

Model Product iScore Sample Twitter message

Samsung Galaxy Nexus 0.0496 I wish there was an #android phone out there that was a hybrid of the best features on the droid razr
maxx and the galaxy nexus.

HTC ThunderBolt 0.0308 HTC Thunderbolt #fail: Connect phone to PC to access drivers on included SD card ... but need
drivers installed to access SD card from PC

iPhone 5 0.0174 but unless Siri can do more that just talk ...I’m not sold! #iPhone5

Sony Ericsson Xperia Play 0.0085 Hmm.. Playing games supporting Xperia Play controls. Wish I could use PS3 controller .. Makes me
want an LTE Xperia Play with Tegra3..

Kyocera Echo 0.0077 Kyocera Echo needs to develop its own apps.
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759 5 Conclusions and Future Works

760 This paper presents a data mining driven methodology to iden-
761 tify innovative customers, or lead users, from a heterogeneous
762 pool of social media users. The methodology comprises of three
763 main steps. First, product ground-truth features are extracted from
764 the product specification documents, and the user-discussed fea-
765 tures are extracted from social media data. Second, latent features
766 (unrealized features) are extracted from the ground-truth and user-
767 discussed features across all the products in the product space.
768 Third, the product specific and global innovative scores (iScores)
769 are computed for each user in the user space. Top product specific
770 users are then regarded as the lead users of such a product. Also,
771 users with top global iScores are regarded as the global lead users.
772 A case study of real-world 27 smartphone models with 31 month’s
773 worth of Twitter data is presented. The results and selected exam-
774 ples not only establish social media as a potential source for
775 knowledge beneficial to product development and design, but also
776 demonstrate that it is possible to build an automated system that
777 identifies potential lead users from the pool of social media users
778 along with potential latent features that they generate. This knowl-
779 edge could be useful for development of next generation products.
780 Future works could strengthen the evaluation process by involving
781 user studies and verify the generalizability of the proposed meth-
782 ods by examining diverse case studies of different product
783 domains and social media services, along with investigating the
784 use of geographical information to mine lead users’ preferences in
785 different regions. Machine learning based techniques that allow
786 multiple machines to learn different aspects of social media data
787 such as Refs. [50,57–60] could be applied to enhance the perform-
788 ance of the feature extraction algorithm.
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